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SUMMARY 
 
In September 2002, a two year long R&D project started at the Survey of Israel, aimed at the 
exact characterization of a three dimensional cadastre system.  
 
Six leading professionals, forming an interdisciplinary team, were appointed to specific 
positions, as follows: 
  
-  Project Manager (cadastre expert) 
-  3D Cad geodesy expert  
-  GIS expert  
-  Urban planner and architect  
-  Underground engineering expert 
-  A legal (real property) expert  
 
The total number of financed working hours of the team for two years is 9700. The total 
budget of the project is 800 000 US $. 
 
The main goal of the project is the definition and promotion of the application of a 
3DCadastre in land management practice. 
 
Three practical experiments will be completed. One in the old city of Acre, the second in the 
center of Tel-Aviv, and the third in a planned urban center of a new town. These three sites 
represent different cadastral realities and a range of complicated property problems in space. 
 
The principal results of the first six months of activity are briefly summarized in the paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Israel is a relatively small and crowded country. The general density of the population in the 
northern part is some 480 inhabitants per square kilometer, which is higher then in many 
European countries. The highest density of population is in Tel-Aviv district: 6660 
inhabitants per square kilometer. (State of Israel, 1999.)  
 
The problem of the intensive use of land and the growing demand for it in the central and 
northern parts of Israel has many aspects: social and political, economical and environmental, 
and others which are related to engineering, planning, architecture and other topics. This is 
the reason why discussions regarding land are in the focus of deep and essential debates 
within the Israeli society. The relevant background of the complex problem has been detailed 
in (Forrai and Kirschner, 2001).  
 
The interest of the government in improving land use efficiency is clearly reflected in its 
resolution of 1999/144, declaring that "the Minister of Justice … is to submit proposed 
guidelines for implementing and amending legislation with the aim of facilitating more 
efficient land use, including subterranean space, and integrating several infrastructures and 
various applications in a single locality”. The decision also decrees that “a solution for 
ownership problems, registration of rights and surveying…” should be developed also for 
underground space.  
 
The existing cadastre in Israel is a two dimensional one (Doytsher et al., 2001). 
Consequently, all the cadastral regulations and standards are related to this reality (Forrai et 
al, 2001). The transition to a three dimensional cadastral system demands a very careful, 
interdisciplinary procedure of research and development. More and more prominent persons 
in the governmental, public and private sectors realize, that for considerable improvement of 
underground land use efficiency, this transition is essential. 
  
The Survey of Israel (SOI) is the governmental institution responsible for cadastral mapping 
in Israel. SOI checks and collects all the cadastral mapping and is also responsible for issuing 
the instructions and standards for cadastral mapping. The main goal of the current 3DCad 
R&D project initiated by the SOI is the elaboration of regulations and standards regarding a 
digital, three-dimensional cadastral system, including registration of rights in strata. The 
research also considers the methods (and costs) involved in the implementation the 3DCad as 
a conclusion on the basis of different practical experiments. 
 
In the middle of 2001, the plan of the R&D was presented to the Treasury for approval of its 
budget. Realizing the existing interests of the governmental, public and the private sectors, as 
well as the benefit to the economy, the project was approved by Budget Department, and 
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professional and management preparations for forming an interdisciplinary R&D staff began 
in the middle of 2002. The staff started working on December 1, 2002. 
 
The legal reality strengthened these decisions. On the 22/1/2003 the high court of appeals 
decided (Akunes vs. The State of Israel, 2001), that an order to expropriate land for the 
purpose of the Carmel- Tunnels was illegal because (inter alia) of the absence of concrete 
descriptions and measurements of the sub-terrain property. It was also decided that there is no 
legal objection to order a partial - vertical expropriation (an expropriation only of the surface 
beneath the existing buildings that was needed for the tunnels). In an interesting and 
encouraging remark the president of the court mentioned that the Land Law should be 
adjusted in order to comply with the changing needs and the improvement of technology.  
  
2. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE R&D PROJECT 
 
2.1  The Research Staff 
 
The interdisciplinary, 3DCad research staff is composed by six professionals as follows: 
 
Project Manager. A leading cadastre expert, with rich managing, professional and academy 
practice and experience of decades. Well versed in legal real property subjects.  
 
3D Cad geodesy expert. A candidate for Ph.D. degree at Israel Institute of Technology, who 
completed his doctoral dissertation on 3DCadastre topic.  
 
GIS expert. Well experienced in academy research and education. 
  
Urban planner and architect. A leading professional in these disciplines in Israel. Well 
versed in legal aspects of various planning issues. 
 
Underground engineering expert. Geologist, mining- and civil engineer, well experienced in 
underground development. 
  
A legal (real property) expert. (Joined the team in the seventh month of the project.) Serves 
as a legal advisor to one of the biggest towns in Israel, with outstanding knowledge in urban 
planning laws and commercial practice. 
 
2.2  A brief Outline 
 
The main goal of the project is the elaboration of regulations and standards regarding a 
digital, three-dimensional cadastral system, including the development of an operational 
model of registration of rights to properties in strata. Experiments (at Acre, at Modi’in and in 
Tel-Aviv, detailed in paragraph 4. below) will support practical applications.  
 
The 3DCad R&D project is planned for a two year long period, divided into four semesters. 
The goals to be achieved and the main subjects to be treated are detailed in (Forrai and 
Kirschner, 2001). 9700 working hours of the R&D staff and the cost of application 
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experiments are financed directly by the Budget Department of the Treasury, investing some 
800,000 US $ in the project. 
 
2.3  The Project Management  
 
The project is managed on two levels. On higher level, an interdisciplinary Steering 
Committee is responsible for conceptual guiding of the R&D staff work. The steering 
committee members were nominated by the Director General of the Ministry of Justice. The 
chief scientist of the Survey of Israel holds the position of the head of the Steering 
Committee. On second level, the R&D staff coordinator is responsible for continuity of the 
project, controlled and supported by Survey of Israel professional representatives. (See fig. 
no.1.)  
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Fig. 1 The steering committee and the R&D team of the project 
 
The activity of the Steering Committee is coordinated with an inter-ministry judicial 
committee, headed by a senior representative of the Ministry of Justice, and responsible for 
elaboration of the juridical background for a 3 dimensional cadastral system.  
 
3. THE MAIN TASKS OF THE FIRST PROJECT-SEMESTER 
 
The main tasks of the first six months can be summarized as follows: 
- Elaboration of a realistic 3DCad concept. 
- Creation of provisional regulations for surveying, mapping, processing and managing 

digital 3DCad data, integrated with National GIS database. These regulations should 
consider legal, engineering and planning constraints and/or their necessary changes. 

- Establishment of an initial 3DCad database frame. 
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- Characterization of an engineering and planning expert system, instructing the user 
according to the designation, status, etc. of the spatial land property. 

- Preparation of specific instructions for practical experiments (see paragraph 4). 
 
The achievements in the first task is detailed below. 
 
3.1  The Basic Concept 
 
An initial concept of registration of rights to land in strata has been elaborated by the 3DCad 
R&D research team (Shoshani et al., 2002). 
 
A partial list of the principal points of the concept is as follows: 
 
1. Registration of rights in space will be carried out by dividing the three dimensional space 

belonging to the surface parcel, into spatial sub-parcels, above or below the surface 
parcel. 

2. Any above- or underground development project will be bounded by a "spatial envelope" 
having a simplified geometry. 

3. Each spatial sub-parcel belongs to the surface parcel and block, below or above it. 
4. Physical objects sprawl out a number of surface parcels, under or above them, will be 

divided into a number of spatial sub-parcels, according to the existing surface parcels. 
(The unification of these object parts into one unit will be considered.) 

 
The conceptual model described above is illustrated by figures 2-5, designed by Mr. Eri 
Goshen. 

 Existing surface division,
blocks and parcels

 Surface-
parcel

AboveAbove -- s urface  s urface  
s paces pace

Sub Sub -- surface surface 
spacespace

 
 
Fig. 2 The division of space, definitions (1) 
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2D scheme

3D scheme

Spatial sub-parcel no.1. in above-
surface space

 Surface parcel

Spatial sub-parcel no.2. in sub-surface space

Spatial sub - parcel no.3.
in sub-surface space    

 
 
Fig. 3 The division proposed (example) 
 

2D scheme

3D scheme

Spatial sub-parcel no.1. in above-
surface space

 Surface parcel

Spatial sub-parcel no.2. in sub-surface space

Spatial sub - parcel no.3.
in sub-surface space    

 
 
Fig. 4 The division of space, definitions (2) 
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“Owner” = the owner of the existing surface parcel

Deed also contains information about existing objects in sub-surface and above-surface space, 
which not belong to the owner

Deed of the existing surface parcelDeed of the existing surface parcel

Rights of owner to aboveRights of owner to above--surface space surface space 
(apartment)(apartment)

Rights of owner to surface (existing surface Rights of owner to surface (existing surface 
parcel)parcel)

Rights of owner to subRights of owner to sub--surface space surface space 
(residue in sub(residue in sub--surface)surface)

Rights of owner to aboveRights of owner to above--surface space surface space 
(residue in above(residue in above--surface)surface)

 
 
Fig. 5 Categories of rights to land is space  
 
4. PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS TO BE COMPLETED 
 
Three experiments of practical applications are included in the project. One in the old city of 
Acre (antique constructions in a multi – layer position). The second in the center of Tel-Aviv 
(a modern building complex). The third site is the new urban center of Modi'in (presently in 
planning). These three sites represent three different cadastral realities and a range of various 
problems. 
 
4.1  Acre  
 
Acre is a historic walled port-city, with settlement since the Phoenician period. Acco city is 
characteristic of a fortified town dating from the Ottoman 18th and 19th centuries. The 
remains of the Crusader town, dating from 1104 to 1291, lie almost intact, both above and 
below today's street level, providing a unique combination of rights to land in space. (See fig. 
no. 6.) Various "property layers" are ruled by various laws and regulations concerning, water, 
oil, mines, minerals etc. 
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Fig. 6 Typical site in Acre old city  
 
4.2. Modi'in 
 
The second experiment will be completed in a planned area of a multi-layer and multipurpose 
transportation-, commercial- and residential center, where three-dimensional registration of 
the property rights is required in practice, in a brand new city named Modi’in (Grinstein, 
2001). (See fig. no.7.) Modi’in pilot project represents, a relatively “easy case” from the legal 
point of view, because the allocation of rights has not been defined yet and therefore no 
ownership rights will be influenced or restricted. It can serve as a model for future multi – 
purpose planning and registration. 
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BY COURTESY OF MR. ARMI GRINSTEIN

 
 
Fig. 7 Modi'in site (planned city center) 
  
4.3. Tel-Aviv 
 
The third experiment site is placed in the middle of Tel-Aviv. A brand new, 20 floor Africa-
Israel building complex (see Fig. No.8.), containing six additional underground parking 
floors, was measured by geodetic methods. (It is clearly proven, that some of the parking 
floors extend to the vertical space of a neighboring surface land parcel situated above them.)  
Measured data are managed in a data base, and attractive visualization have been carried out. 
(See Fig. No.9.) Furthermore, initial attempts were completed for ensuring local spatial 
topology. (Grinstein, 2002.) This project, as a complementary development for SOI (see 
paragraph 5. below) supplies data "ready to application" for the R&D team.  
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Fig. 8 Africa-Israel building. By courtesy of Mr. Ronen Grinstein 
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Fig. 9 Africa-Israel building image reconstructed by measured data. By courtesy of Mr. Ronen 
Grinstein 
 
5. COMPLEMENTARY RESEARCH AT SOI 
 
Two complementary, smaller size R&D projects are carried out for SOI. One was briefly 
described in paragraph 4.3. above. The second is dealing with various aspects of spatial 
topology for establishing a 3DCadastre in a GIS environment. The researchers' activity of 
both R&D projects is coordinated with the 3DCad R&D team work, bringing mutual benefits 
to each other.  
 
6. NEAR FUTURE TASKS 
 
The basic, conceptual ideas of the interpretation of spatial rights to land property have been 
established, and preparations for their practical application in three experiment sites, 
representing different cadastral realities, have been carried out. The experiments are about to 
start. 
 
The next, critical phase of the development will be an extensive juridical investigation and 
verification of the proposed model and its application. In the same time, spatial data 
management and visualization alternatives will be tested, chosen ad applied.  
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